LAST MONTHS MEETING
Breakthru' started the evening off with some Shadows instrumentals and with
an assortment of Cliff Richard songs, this was a great selection especially for
Jean who is a huge Cliff fan. This month Breakthru' was joined by John Ward
on the keyboards.

THE PLAYERS
John Clarke with Martin Brauner (on Bass) - Telstar and Rounding the Cape
Steve Juden - Dance On, Geronimo
Gareth Morgan – The Stranger, Kon Tiki
Alan Tarrant – Find me a Golden Street, Diamonds
Barry Gibson with Keith West (singing) – Move It, It'll be me
John Cade - In the Shadows, You only live twice
John Bell – Jessica (Top Gear Theme), Genie with the Light Brown Lamp
Chris, Brian & Chris – The Rise and Fall of Flingel Bunt, Apache
Ken Emerson – Petite Fleur, Yakety Sax
Bob Withrington – Return to The Alamo, Santa Anna

PHOTOS

Above – Barry Gibson with Keith West and Breakthru'
Right – John Ward on the keyboards with Breakthru'
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ITEMS FOR SALE
Have you got any guitar or music related items that you would like to sell?
Then why not bring them along and display them at one of our meetings.
If you would like to advertise your item(s) for sale in our Newsletter, then
please send the details in advance to our Editor – Steve Juden
...ABOUT THAT STRAT
In a past newsletter I wrote about “Brownie” my new American Standard Strat
and how initially I was disappointed when it arrived as it was not set up
properly and had a persistant buzz on the low strings. Eventually I decided to
change the strings and get it set up properly and upon the advice of friends I
took it to Charlie Chandler's Guitar Experience in Hampton. If Charlie was good
enough for Mr Clapton and Mr Townsend, then he could handle my “Brownie”.
While there I saw a thing of beauty, lovely woodgrain veneer, SSH pickups,
lightweight and nice a low action. She sounded great too especially as the price
was less than a tenth of the cost of the “Brownie”.
So a Yamaha Pacifica has now joined my growing guitar collection.
Charlie Chandler gigs in our area so look out for him on Lemon Rock

Steve J
Question – When does it stop being a hobby and become an obsession?
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